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Are you tired of working your regular 9 to 5 that won’t even make you rich?Or do you want to get
into rental properties but don’t actually own any property yourself?Your friends that are paying a

mortgage to buy their house are going to hate you for this...Many of us are sick and tired of

having to wake up early every day, head out to our 9 to 5 jobs and then come back home feeling
drained and unaccomplished.Deep down, we all know that working this way isn’t enough to

become financially independent.As Robert Kiyosaki says, “a job is only a short-term solution to a
long-term problem”.You will never get rich by working a regular 9 to 5.But today it is possible to
set up alternative income through Airbnb properties and make a comfortable amount every

month!However, getting into any form of investment has risks. But, with the extra guidance

provided in this book, you can get rid of all room for error and ensure success in all your rental
property investment ventures.In this book, you’ll discover:The art of making money on Airbnb
without owning any property, also known as Rental Arbitrage5secret no-money-down strategies
that nobody is talking about and that only top investors use. Start small and reap giant profits.7

techniques to convince landlords that renting out their house is a win-win situation9 proven

Airbnb SEO strategies to have your property rank amongst the best by understanding the key

factors of the Airbnb algorithm and turning it to your advantage. In this way you will never have
an empty place and will be fully booked for months.Tips, tricks, strategies and techniques to
create a superb guest experience, defeat the competition and ensure that the rating of your

rental property will never be under 4.8 ★How to automate and manage everything remotely and
set up a self-sustaining property, so that you Airbnb business can literally be a passive income

generatorHow to achieve financial freedom by setting up alternative income through rental
properties (yes, this is not the usual blah blah… with the proper work and dedication, it is

possible!)And much, much more!While most books on the same subject only focus on trivial

things that you can find in any online blog, this book goes further, providing extra guidance and
proven strategies that are guaranteed to work.Whether you’ve invested before and want to start
a new venture, or you’re just starting out, this book is perfect for you!Sit back, relax, and enjoy

the finer things in life. Everything you’ve ever wished for is right within your grasp!Ready to break

free from a standard life and set the foundations for the life you know you deserve?Scroll up,
Click on “Buy Now”, and Change Your Life for the Better!
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ResultsConclusionReferencesIntroductionOwning a portfolio of Airbnb rentals is a great way to

increase your passive income. This might seem simple and, although it can be frictionless,

ownership usually comes with its own challenges.In this book, we will discuss if an investment in
Airbnb properties is ideal for you, how to manage them, and what strategies and methods can

help you navigate the world of Airbnb rentals. You’ll have to understand some concepts in order
to succeed and, while some of the financial jargon used might seem daunting for someone with
no experience in the area, this book will make that jargon easy for you.If your mind is into it, you

can start with barely any financing by partnering up with other investors and financial entities.

We will go through everything that you need to know about investing in Airbnb properties, as well

as things that you have to look out for and many other strategies to make you start investing
straight

away

and

increase

your

passive

income.Chapter

1:Investment

in

Rental

PropertyInvestment in rental property is a decision that has to be calculated properly and the ins
and outs of the business have to be understood to decide if this is the right kind of business to

get into. In this first chapter, we will look at the basis of rental property and some terms that you
should be aware of before continuing to venture into the rental properties on Airbnb.What Is the

Cap Rate?Cap rate, or capitalization rate, is a word that’s mostly used in the industry of
commercial real estate that measures the rate of return you expect to generate on the rental
property you’ve invested in. This takes into consideration the net income by the value of the

property and assets. The purpose of this rate is to find the potential return on your
investment.However, the cap rate is just a tool to be used to compare similar properties in the

market and should not be used as an indicator of how good an investment a property is. This

rate can only be used as part of all the other parameters that we’ll talk about in the following
chapters. There’s not a specific number on the cap rate that can tell you if your investment is

good or bad, as that all depends on the context of the property in the market.You can reach the

cap rate value by dividing the property’s net operating income by the market value at the

moment. In other words, the cap rate is the yield of the property over a year, if the property is
paid for in cash. Here’s the cap rate formula you’ll often find:Here, the current market is the value
of the property as of today. The net operating income is the income the property is expected to

make after deducting all expenses.There are, however, a few factors that might give you a slight

change when calculating your cap rate. For example, you should take into consideration what
kind of property you have: a family house, industrial, office, along with location, age, and

condition of the property and the economy of the region, and any other factor that might have a
negative impact on the tenants. All of these parameters can influence the real value of the cap
rate.There’s another way to represent the cap rate. The Gordon Growth Model, also known as

the dividend discount model (DDM), is usually a way to calculate a company’s stock price
regardless of the market it’s in at the moment and mathematically calculates the current value of
the future dividends of the stock. On paper, the equation looks like this after we modify it to be

more than a dividend calculator:This is so that this formula matches the cap rate formula that

we’ve just talked about. In this case, the net operating income and the value of the asset are
represented in the equation by the expected cash flow value and this is according to the market

price of the property in the current market.So, to give you a real-life example, consider two

properties that are theoretically the same in terms of value, with the only difference being the

location: one is in the city center and the other is in the outskirts of that city. The property in the
city center will make more rental income than the one just outside the city, but it will also have a
higher cost of maintenance and higher taxes. And so the cap rate of the property in the city
center will be lower compared to the one outside the city, and so a higher level of risk is taken by
the investor. However, in the real world, the cap rate is not the only parameter that an investor

should look at, as there are plenty of other factors that might determine if a property is a good
investment or not.Cash-on-Cash ReturnAnother regular calculation used in real estate is the
cash-on-cash return, and this calculation represents the earned cash income on the cash

invested. This is the return for an investor on a property in a year related to the value of mortgage
paid also during that year.It’s a very important return on investment (ROI) calculation in real
estate and is used to measure the property’s performance. The way it helps investors is by

allowing them to have an understanding of the business plan for the property and the dividends

distribution during the investment. This equation is usually done on investments that have longterm debt borrowing, and the debt is calculated and included, and so it varies from a normal

return on investment equation and is more accurate.Cash-on-Cash Return = Cash-on-Annual

Pretax Cash Flow / Total Cash InvestedThe way we calculate these values are:GSR = Gross
scheduled rentOI = Other incomeV = VacancyOE = Operating expensesAMP = Annual
mortgage paymentsIn sum, cash-on-cash return represents the potential cash dividends over

the life of the investment, as well as an understanding of the business as a whole when investing
in a property.Chapter 2:How to Start Investing in AirbnbsIn order to start investing in properties

with Airbnb, you are required to do some research. Things like the best cities to invest in

property with Airbnb, setting up optimal rental rates, hiring real estate agents, and more. In this

chapter, we will go through all of those factors that might influence what type of property you are
going to invest in.Identify the Best Cities to Invest in AirbnbsThe reason Airbnbs are so attractive

to investors, especially short-term investors, is because of the short-term returns that they might

have, as well as long-term returns. But first, you need to understand what cities provide you with
the best investment.As you might have heard before, the three golden parameters that make a
property investment a good investment are location, location, and location. Well, this says a lot

about how important where your property is geographically. It’s true that location affects the
rental rate, occupancy rate, expenses, and cash flow, but you also have to factor in other

aspects.You might be quick to think that the best places to start investing in Airbnb properties

are in cities that bring a lot of tourism or places where there are many businesses. And that is all
true, but you should not underestimate smaller locations, especially if those bring in clients

seasonally and have lower prices and less competition. In fact, many smaller cities in the U.S.
have seen a big return on investment with Huntington, VT, at the top of the list with 8.3%.So,

before you start searching for properties in large cities, perhaps also look in places that might
have a seasonal flow of people.Find the Top Airbnb RentalsFinding the best Airbnb rentals that

you can afford is a great idea when starting to invest. Obviously, when doing your research, you’ll
find many great places like mansions and pool houses that you might not be able to afford. Don’t
let that bring you down, as there are so many properties out there that are just right for you.

Something that you have to remember is that not everyone is looking for a luxurious house in a

very exotic place. Most people renting out Airbnb are just searching for a small cozy place to
spend some days with their family in a short vacation, or business people who prefer a location
instead of a beautifully built house away from the offices. Also, something to take into

consideration is the more expensive the property is, the more you have to spend and the higher

the risk of the investment.When in search of the best Airbnb rental, also think about what you are

looking for in a property and what kind of clients you will have over. If you want a rental that is
perfect for a honeymoon, you might want to check if the surroundings of the property are perfect
for the setting, or if you want to rent to large groups, or even if you want to target people who like

a good rest out in the tranquility of a nearby forest.Research the Local Short-Term Rent
LegislationEver since Airbnb came into the market in 2008, it has been continually growing and

becoming more popular among short-term travelers. As the business grew, some popular cities

started to cause some friction and banned Airbnb from their locations.Before you invest in a
property, you must check the local short-term rent legislation of the area, as lately many places

have taken positions on this legislation. For example, in the City of London, a landlord is allowed
to rent their entire property only for 90 days in a calendar year without requesting a permit. Other

places around Europe have different approaches, some stricter, others less so. The approach all

depends on the location and is something extremely important to look at before you start
investing.Hire a Real Estate AgentIf you are new to the real estate world and want to invest in a

property, I highly recommend that you hire a real estate agent. Not only will the agent help you
negotiate the price of the property, as they have more experience in negotiating, but you, as a

buyer, don’t have to pay fees to hire them, as those are paid by the seller, and so it’s a win-win
situation for you. There are also a lot of complicated legal matters that, if you are not well-versed

in the matter, you might struggle to understand. Plus, you’ll feel a lot more confident with one by

your side and helping you go through the first buying experience.Set Up the Optimal RentIn
order to get the optimal rent for your property, you’ll have to do research on other neighboring

places. Setting the rent too high, compared to other properties in the area, might lower your

occupancy rate, but doing the opposite and setting your rent too low might make you miss some
of the potential income.The best approach, after you’ve done your research, is to just fine-tune it

as the booking goes up or down according to the occupancy rate of the area and the season.

Pay attention and always try to keep the price updated, or you might fail to rent your property at
the optimal price. Some platforms nowadays offer tools to help you calculate prices, and as a

new investor, you should take advantage of them, but always do your own research.Fix Up the

Airbnb PropertyYou should always try and have your rental property as presentable as possible.
Of course, sometimes this is not that easy, especially if you take into account your expenses, as

well as if it’s a good time to do some refurbishment. Just try and work around the bookings so
you can give the best experience to the people renting your property.Of course, there is also the
issue that some guests could damage the property or furniture inside the house. In this case,
Airbnb has some policies in place to help the landlord when this happens. Airbnb covers:●

Unexpected cleaning costs resulting from the bad behavior of the guests during their stay●
Damage to the place or furniture and other belongings● Lost income, in case you need to
cancel already confirmed booking due to damage by the previous guestsIn order to get

reimbursed for damages, you’ll need to take videos and photos of the damages, as well as
present receipts for repairs and cleanings. Through the resolution center, you have to file an
AirCover within 14 days of the guests’ checkout and wait 72 hours for the guests to pay. If they

refuse to pay, you’ll then have to take the issue to Airbnb support and you must do it within 30
days of the date that the damage occurred.Hire a Property Manager
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Gayla, “learn to invest in Airbnb properties. This book has everything that you need to know

about investing in Airbnb properties, as well as things that you have to look out for and many

other strategies to make you start investing straight away and increase your passive income.
You’ll learn how to find a property, expenses that may come up and how much money you can
potentially make”

A D, “Get into rental property. I want to learn about a way to get into investing For Airbnb rentals.

This book is great because it goes over ways you can do this without having any money down or
only the property.”

Amanda Lynn, “Investing in Airbnb Rentals. Airbnb are one of the best things in real estate

investing depending on your location. This book walks you through how to go from start to finish
on owning an airbnb to make money. Imagine being able to own multiple airbnb real estate
properties and being able to not have an 9-to-5 or having the airbnb help paying down debt.”

davide albertin, “Review Airbnb Rental Investing: How To Achieve Financial Freedom By

Investing. I congratulate the author of this magnificent professional manual on property

management and the business of short-term rentals with Airbnb. A guide provided with all the
tools necessary for the knowledge of the sector with the various problems, technical details,

such as the location of the property, furniture, communication and marketing and bureaucratic
activities.Well done guide, he gives us advice on how to move and be successful in the real

estate world. Very useful for those who want to learn in this field. I recommend reading it and

putting the various tips into practice. Reading this book can open up new horizons as you may
find that doing this job is very rewarding. Well structured and very understandableIt gives advice
and tips from those who have gained considerable knowledge of the system over time. To be
kept close and consulted as a tool to develop a strategy and to optimize your business.”

Flavio, “Review: Airbnb Rental Investing. Having an unused property or in any case used by us

for a few days a year is a real wasted resource.This manual guides you step by step to create a
source of income from an asset in our possession that produces nothing but expenses.To read
and reread for those who have a badly used second home.From the business plan to the

promotion, from the furnishings to the competition, up to the monitoring of performance and tax

aspects. Everything is detailed and intelligently replicable to obtain income from our
properties.All this, however, will not prevent us from being able to use it ourselves, giving us a
holiday as a tourist and letting our second home rest for a couple of weeks a year.”

Paola, “A guide to investing in airbnb rentals. In this handbook I found lots of tips to help new
hosts like me and as I was reading I paused several times to start doing what was suggested.

Managing a holiday rental flat was not an easy task for me, but after reading this handbook,

within days the results came in and I saw a significant increase in my ranking and even got
several bookings, all with confidence and peace of mind. The author's writing style is easy to
understand and is ideal for anyone looking to invest in rentals on Airbnb.”

Ornella, “airbnb rental. In recent years, a problem that unites us is that we work more and more
but the salary is never enough. Here, as everyone can, try to round up in some way, even by
investing in airbnb properties, creating a monthly income to round up, without making much

effort. However, we must follow every single advice, because investing is never at zero risk, it
can be risky. Then relying on this guide is definitely a good idea!”

Nancy, “very interesting. I bought this manual because I was very curious to deepen this topic,
since I would like to try to invest money to be able to get more, also using bitcoins and forex

trading.surely it is a great book to learn the basics to be able to make investments in this vast

world, it gives a good general smattering and then deals with some topics more specificallyI
served a lot, super recommended”

The book has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 114 people have provided feedback.
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